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We investigate decision problems for the concatenation of rooted trees, considering different 
types of trees as well as different modes of concatenation. Our main theorem establishes the 
undecidability of the following problem: Given two lists A = (x, ,..., xk) and R = ( y, ,..., yk) of 
rooted ordered unlabeled trees, does there exist a sequence of indices i,,..., i, such that the 
concatenation of xi,, xi2,..., xin-in that order-equals the concatenation of ,yi, , yiz,..., yi,, in 
that order? 
1. INTR~DDCTI~N 
The well-known Post Correspondence Problem-PCP for short-asks whether for 
two lists of strings there is a unifying sequence of indices, i.e., concatenating the 
words from the first list in the given order of the index-sequence yields the same 
string as the concatenation of the words of the second list in that order. This problem 
is known to be equivalent to the halting problem of Turing machines and hence 
undecidable, cf. [2]. 
On the other hand we get a decidable problem if we drop the restriction of the 
common order of indices. Obviously, this problem can be reduced to the emptiness- 
problem of the intersection of two regular sets. The fact that trees are the most 
natural and important generalization of strings motivates us to formulate the above- 
mentioned problems for several types of trees. The concatenation of two trees is done 
by attaching the root of the second tree to a leaf of the first one. Thus, concatenation 
of trees becomes a nondeterministic operation and therefore we have to deal with sets 
of trees, where we had single concatenated strings in the original problems. 
For the generalization of the post Correspondence Problem to (rooted ordered) 
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labeled trees we get a straightforward undecidability result, since strings can easily be 
encoded as “string-like” labeled trees. 
If we do not require the same sequences of indices for the concatenation of the 
trees, the decidability of that problem is not as obvious as it is for strings but can be 
established by an effective reduction to the intersection problem of two parenthesis 
languages. 
More interesting is the tree version of the PCP over a one-letter alphabet, where we 
have lists of unlabeled rooted trees. Since the one-letter case of the PCP is decidable, 
the undecidability for the corresponding problem for trees is of interest and actually 
quite nontrivial as our proof will indicate. Our proof-technique is then carried over to 
a different mode of concatenation and also to “oriented” trees, where the relative 
order of the subtrees is not considered. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the definitions concerning trees we follow the terminology of ] 1,4] and refer 
the reader to these books for all notions not explicitly stated in the sequel. 
Let us briefly recall the difference between ordered and oriented (unordered) trees 
by an example. 
Let 
be two rooted trees with node-labels from (A, B } and edge-labels from (a, b }. 
Here T,, T, are different, if considered as ordered trees, whereas they are identical 
as oriented trees, since there is no relative order of the subtrees in oriented trees. 
In the following we will always assume that our trees are rooted and that they are 
represented in some appropriate manner, e.g. as graphs or bracketed strings. 
In order to get a succinct formulation of our “tree correspondence problems,” our 
concatenation operation on trees will yield a set of trees, instead of nondeter- 
ministically resulting in a single tree. 
DEFINITION. For labeled ordered (oriented) tree T, , T, we denote by o(T, , T,) 
the set of all trees generated by replacing a leaf of T, by T,, where the node-labels of 
that leaf and the root of Tz match. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
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Then 
o(T, 9 T2) = 
A 
.gfzJ * AfiB 
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. 
This type of concatenation is similar to the composition of context free derivation 
trees. 
Next we will define another mode of concatenation which has more the flavor of 
linking data-structures. 
DEFINITION. For labeled ordered (oriented) trees T,, T2 with sets of edge-lables 
E,, E, resp., we denote by T(T,, r,) the set of all trees generated by creating a new 
labeled edge between any leaf of T, and the root of T,. The new edge-label is any 
from E, U E,. 
EXAMPLE. For 
B 
T,= b a , A 
A B 
with E, = E, = {a, b}, 
B A B 
B 
These definitions of o and T are extended now in a straightforward manner. 
DEFINITION. Let S,,S2,..., S,, n > 2, be sets of labeled ordered (oriented) trees 
and FE (0, T}. 
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We define 
6) F(S,, S,) = U TlfS,, T2ES* WI 5 T*)* 
(ii) F(S,, S, ,..., S,) = F(F(S,) S,), s, )...) S,) for n >, 3. 
Whenever some set Si is a singleton {T} we drop the set brackets and write T only. 
Please note that in general F(F(S, , S,), S,) # F(S, , P(S,, S,)) for both operations 
F= 0, T. 
For the proof of our main result we still need the notion of leftmost concatenation 
of unlabeled ordered trees. 
DEFINITION. (i) Let q be a leaf of an ordered tree T. We call q leftmost if q is 
the first leaf reached in a preorder (postorder) traversal of T. 
(ii) For unlabeled ordered trees T, , T, we denote by ,“,(T, , T,), ( ,i(T, , T,)) 
the unique tree in o(T, , T2), (f (T,, T2)), w h ere T, is attached to the leftmost leaf of 
7-1. 
definLi4 F or unlabeled ordered trees T,, T, ,..., T,,, n 2 3, and H E ( I”,, Im ? } we 
WT, , T, ,..., T,,) = H(H(T, , T,), 7-j ,..., TJ. 
Thus leftmost concatenation is an associative operation, i.e., 
WW, 2 T,), Td = H(T, > HP’, , TJ). 
Now we recall the formulation of the Post Correspondence Problem. 
The Post Correspondence Problem (PCP for short) is to determine for two lists 
A = (Xl )...) x,J> B = 0 1 ,..., yk) of nonempty words from a common alphabet C 
whether or not there exist i i ,, z ,..., i,, 1 <ij<k such that 
For the undecidability of the PCP see 121. 
3. RESULTS 
We start our main section with a decidability result, proven by a modification of a 
well-known encoding of trees in bracketed strings and a reduction of the problem to 
the emptiness problem of the intersection of two parenthesis languages. 
THEOREM 1. Let A = (s,, s, ,..., sk), B = (t,, t, ,..., tk) be two lists of labeled 
ordered (oriented) trees and 
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To(B) = U o(ti,T fi2>*..7 li,>* 
m/l, 
liij(k 
Then it is decidable whether or not 
T#)n T,,(B)=0. 
ProoJ We will show Theorem 1 first for the case of lists of ordered trees. Let N 
be the set of node-labels and E be the set of edge-labels occurring in the trees of the 
lists A and B. We will construct two parenthesis languages which give us a string- 
representation of all the trees which can be generated by the lists A and B. For the 
definition of parenthesis grammars the reader is referred to 141 rather than to the 
original definition found in [ 5 1. 
Let ( , ), # be new symbols, not occurring as labels in the trees of A and B and 
furthermore for each a E N let S,, S; be new symbols. For a symbol Z and a tree T 
we define now a set of context free productions recursively as follows: 
(a) Let T be a tree with root labeled by a and n > 1 edges leaving the root, 
labeled by 6, ,..., b,, leading to the subtrees T, ,..., T,,. 
P(Z,T)=(Z-t(a#b,#X,#...#b,#X,)J 
Xi = S, if Ti consists of only one node labeled c and Xi is 
a new symbol Zi otherwise} U lJ ,T,, >, P(Zi, Ti), where for 
a tree t, the number of nodes of t is denoted by It (. 
(b) Let T be a tree consisting of only one node labeled a, then 
W,T)= {S,+(a)}. 
For the motivation of this construction c.f. the left-bracketed representation of a tree 
given in [ 11. 
According to the lists of trees 
A = +, 3 s2 ,-.., Sk), B = (t, , t, >..., fk) 
we define production-sets P, and PB by: 
pA = (J p(sAiV si) u i, p(s~i, sf), 
i= I i=l 
‘B = i, p(sii9 ti> u FJ p(s*i3 fi)Y 
i=l i= 1 
where ai, bi are the node-labels of the roots of si, lj, resp. 
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The two parenthesis grammars G,, G, are now defined by 
where 
~=EUNU{(,),#}, 
u = (S:, ( a EN} 
and VA, V, contain ,?Z:, u, {S, 1 a E N) and all the new symbols introduced during the 
construction of PA, PB, resp. 
Obviously, each terminal word generated by G,, G, represents a concatenation of 
trees from A, B, resp., and vice versa. Thus, there exist i, ,,.., i, and j, ,..., j, such that 
‘Csi, 7***f si,> n o(fj, ,..., fj,) f 0 
iff L(G,) n L(G,) # 0. 
Since parenthesis languages are effectively closed under intersection 141, and the 
emptiness of parenthesis languages is trivially decidable, this proves our Theorem I 
for the case of ordered labeled trees. 
For A, B being lists of oriented labeled trees we only have to modify the definition 
of P(Z, T) to 
p(z? T) = (z+ (a #bi, #xj, # ‘** # bj,#Xi,,)I 
Xij = S, if Tij consists of only one node labeled c and 
Xii is a new symbol Zi/ otherwise, (ii ,..., i,) is 
a permutation of (l,..., n)} U tJ ,ri, > I P(Zi, Ti). 
It should be clear that the above proof for the ordered trees can be carried over for 
the oriented trees without further changes. i 
COROLLARY 1. Let A = (s,, sz ,..., sk), B = (t,, t, ,..., fk) be two lists of labeled 
ordered (oriented) trees and 
T,(A) = U T(si, 1 sizv.*y si,,,), 
ma1. 
I<ijck 
Then it is decidable whether or not 
TT(A) n Tt(B) = 0. 
The proof of this corollary follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. 
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It is slightly more complicated in the construction of PA and P,, where the parts 
P(Sai, si), P(Sbi, ti) have to be modified according to the insertion of a new labeled 
edge for the concatenation of the trees. But the details of the changes are obvious and 
left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A = (s,, s2 ,..., s,), B = (t,, t 2,..., tk) be two lists of labeled 
ordered (oriented) trees and let T,,(A), T,(B), Tt(A), Tt(B) be defined as in 
Theorem 1, Corollary 1 resp.. Then it is decidable whether or not 
To(A) = To(B), 
TT(A > = TT(@. 
This follows immediately from the theorems given in (4 1. 
We turn now to our main results, namely, the undecidability results for the 
concatenation of unlabeled ordered and unlabeled oriented trees, our Tree Correspon- 
dence Problem. Since labeled trees are generalizations of the unlabeled ones, the 
corresponding results for the labeled case are hereby implied. 
THEOREM 2. Let U = (s ,,..., s,), V= (t, ,..., t,) be two lists of unlabeled ordered 
trees whose nodes have out-degrees of at most 2. 
Then it is undecidable whether or not there exists a sequence of integers i, , i,,..., i, 
such that 
0 s. ( I,2**-? si,) n o(ti, ,***3 tj,) f 0. 
Proof: We will show the undecidability by encoding each instance A, B of the 
Post Correspondence Problem in two lists U, V of unlabeled trees such that A, B has 
a solution if and only there exists a solution for U, V. 
We can restrict ourselves to instances A, B of the PCP over a two-letter alphabet 
{a, 6) by using the mapping a, + ab’, which also has the effect that each word in the 
lists A, B starts with an a. 
To simplify the representation of the trees we will only draw roots, nodes of out- 
degrees 2 and leaves and mark their connections by the number of edges occurring in 
the original tree. 
so 
'3 t 
2 3 A 
is an abbreviation for the tree 
A 
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Now, let r,, r2 be two homomorphisms defined on (a, 6\* by 
r,(b) = 
2 ' t 
r,(b) = 
3 ' 7 
2 10 !A 12 12 15 A 
and for words U, u E {a, b) * let 
r2@) = ix52(~), tZ(U)). 
Note that s,(u), t*(b) can be completed by 
P= 
5 
A 
12 12 
at their right-hand leaves to become r;(a) = and r;(b) = 
1 1 
Hence, by T;(W) = ,L(s;(u), z;(v)) for u, u E {a, b) * we get 
for any r, s > 0 if and only if x=x’, which is the essential idea of our following 
construction of U and V. 
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For the lists A = (xl ,..., x,J, B = (y, ,..., yk) of nonempty strings over (a, b} let 
u = ,“,(q 7 7,(x1)),..., ,o,(a, > 7,(Q), 7,(x1>Y.3 7,(q), UIT PI 3 PI 3 w,>, 
where the pairs (a,, a,), (a,, o,), @, , p), (D,, pz), (CL), , q) are defined as fohws: 
a, = 22 , I 
0, = 
7 ) 
A 14 12 
PI = 17 ' 
A 
14 12 
a2 = 21 
I ' 
CT2 = 
a 1 T 
10 12 
A 
P= 5 * 
h 
12 12 
0, = 
17 ' 
A 
12 12 
co2 = 
21 . 
A 
12 12 
Now we assume, that for A, B there exists a sequence i, , i, ,..., i, such that 
and let n be the length of z. 
Then it is fairly easy to see that the sequence 
i,, (k + i2),..., (k + i,), (2k + I), (2k + 2),..., (2k -I- 2), (2k + 3)- (2k + 3)~ (2k + 4, 
--- 
n times n times 
gives a solution for U and V, just by using the facts 
,om(2+ 71(z), 71) = ,o,+ G(z), 81) 
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and 
2n times n times 
,“,(14/y2,pu,,;L;;w,) = ,“,(lO/+Gz~ a. 
For the converse let us assume now, that for the lists of trees 
u = (s, ) s2 )..., SJ = Mat, ~t(xl)L ~4)~ 
v = (t,, t2 ,..., tr> = L”,(a2, r2(yl)L 02), 
there esits a sequence of indices j, , j2,..., j, such that 1 <j, < 2k + 4 = 1 for Y = l,..., q 
and 
TE ‘(Sj,, Sj, ,..., Sj,) n o(fj,, tj *,..., tj,). 
From the construction of the pairs (si, ti) it is clear that j, E (l,..., k), i.e., 
since those are the only pairs with matching lengths from the root to the first node 
with out-degree 2. Remember that all words xi, yi start with an a. For the 
concatenation of further trees it is now essential which numbers of edges between two 
nodes of out-degree 2 can occur in a solution T. 
For U, V let D(U), D(V) be the sets of numbers of edges between two nodes of 
out-degree 2, such that all nodes in between have only out-degree 1, occurring in the 
concatenations of the trees of U, V, resp. In other words, D(U), D(V) are the sets of 
chain-lengths occurring between inner nodes in T,(U), T,(V). 
Thus 
D(U)= {2,4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 19,21,24,29, 31,34, 36) 
D(V)= {2,4, 6,9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, l&20,22, 23,26, 27, 31, 32,33, 34). 
Of course, only numbers from D(U) n D(V) = {2,4,9, 10,3 1,34) can appear as 
such distances in a solution T. 
Let us consider now the possible choices for (Sj,, lj2): 
(1) j,g {L..., k} since each tree in o(&(a,, tz(Yj,)), &(a,, tz(yj,))) would 
contain a path of 23 or 27 edges between two nodes of out-degree 2. 
(2) j, 6Z (2k + 2, 2k + 3, 2k + 4), since each tree in o(&(a,, 7,(xj,)),pI) and in 
o(&(a,, r,(xj,)), wl) contains a path of 19 or 29 edges between two nodes of out- 
degree 2. 
(3) Now assume j, E {k + l,..., 2k). Then sj2 = T,(x~,-J, ‘j, = Z2(Yj2-k) must be 
attached to the leftmost leaves of $(a, , r(xJ), ,“,(a2, T~(Y,J) rev. since all other 
concatenations would result in path-lengths 12, 6 resp. which are not in 
D(u) n D(v). 
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By definition of t,, r, it holds 
and 
10,tal 7 rl(Xj,), r*(Xj2-k)) = I”,Cal 7 rl(Xjl 7 xj2-k)) 
For the trees 
lO,(aly r*(Xj,9Xj2-k))r &(a,, ‘Z(Yj,Y Yj2-k)) 
the arguments of (1) and (2) apply, i.e., j, & { I,..., k} U (2k + 2, 2k + 3,2k + 4}, and 
if sj, = r,(~~,-~), tj, = r,(yj,-J then these trees must be attached to the leftmost leaves 
Of I”m(sj, 9 sj2)9 I”,(tj, 9 tj2), etc. 
Thus, there exists a p 2 1 such that j, ,j, ,..., j, are in {k + l,..., 2k}. Furthermore, 
p,< q by the definitions of r,(xi), ‘z(yi) and by (1) and (2) j,,,, = 2k + 1. 
(4) Again, sjD+, = 01, tjo+, = uz can only be attached to the leftmost leaves of 
Im ’ (a, 9 r*(xjl 3 Xj2-kv**9 Xjp-k))) 
Im ’ ta2, sz(yj,,Yj,-k,...,Yj~-k)) respe 
Therefore, 
and 
Im ’ tazT Z2(Yj,,YjZ-k”.,‘Yjp-k)’ O’Z) 
are both initial parts of the solution T. 
Since the path-length 9 is now occurring for the first time between two nodes of 
out-degree 2 on both leftmost paths from the roots to the leaves, there must be a 
complete matching of all previous path-lengths between out-degree 2 nodes on these 
paths. 
After the necessary completion of tz(Yj,, yjzPk,..., yjpek) which can only be 
achieved by concatenations with p, we have 
=1Orn(a~,r,(~j,,~j~-k,...‘~j~-k)’8 ) 
i 
as completely matching initial parts of T. We conclude 
xjlxj2-k *" Xjp-k=yjlYj,-k ***J’, _ J,, kr 
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which gives obviously a solution of the instance A, B of the PCP and thus complete 
the proof of Theorem 2. I 
Note, that the inclusion of subtree 
in ri(a) and r,(b), and the pair @,,p) in the simulating instance of the Tree 
Correspondence Problem is essential for our proof. Otherwise the instance of the Tree 
Correspondence Problem might have a solution which does not correspond to a 
solution of the simulated instance of PCP. Intuitively, we want to enforce that a 
“solution” on the leftmost path is completed before another “solution” is started 
elsewhere. 
The restriction to trees with nodes of out-degree at most one in Theorem 2 would 
make the problem decidable since it would, clearly, correspond to PCP over a one- 
letter alphabet. 
COROLLARY 3. Let U = (s, ,..., s,), V = (t i ,..., t,) be two lists of unlabeled ordered 
(oriented) trees whose nodes have out-degrees of at most 2. 
Then it is undecidable whether or not there exists a sequence of integers i, , i2,..., i, 
such that 
(a) ‘(Silr***r si,) n ‘(li, 3.**) ti,) Z 0. 
Proof. (a) For the ordered trees this is the result of Theorem 2. For the oriented 
trees it is easy to see that the definition of the leftmost concatenation can be 
formulated equivalently for the trees occurring in U and I/ in terms of the admissible 
path-lengths of D(U) n D(V). This property is, of course, independent of the relative 
order of subtrees and thus can be used for oriented trees as well as for ordered ones. 
(b) Since the operation T always creates a new edge, we can carry over the 
proof of Theorem 2 if we redefine the trees of U and V in the following way. In each 
of these trees insert one new node between each pair of adjacent nodes, except if one 
of these nodes is a leaf where there is nothing changed. This just doubles each 
number in D(U) and D(V) but does not affect the proof in other ways. I 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since trees are intensively studied objects and there are many tree-families 
investigated which are sub-families of the ones treated in Theorem 2 ad Corollary 3, 
it would be an interesting problem to find nontrivial families for which the question 
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given in Theorem 2 turns out to be decidable. On the other hand, one can try to put 
severe restrictions on the trees of U and V such that undecidability still holds and by 
this narrow the gap between decidability and undecidability. 
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